Abstract. The actor model is an old but compelling concurrent programming model in this age of multicore architectures and distributed services. In this paper we study an as yet unexplored region of the actor design space in the context of concurrent object-oriented programming. Specifically, we show that a purely run-time, annotation-free approach to actor state isolation with reference passing of arbitrary object graphs is perfectly viable. In addition, we show, via a formal proof using the Coq proof assistant, that our approach indeed enforces actor isolation.
Introduction
Motivations. The actor model of concurrency [1] , where isolated sequential threads of execution communicate via buffered asynchronous message-passing, is an attractive alternative to the model of concurrency adopted e.g. for Java, based on threads communicating via shared memory. The actor model is both more congruent to the constraints of increasingly distributed hardware architectures -be they local as in multicore chips, or global as in the world-wide web -, and more adapted to the construction of long-lived dynamic systems, including dealing with hardware and software faults, or supporting dynamic update and reconfiguration, as illustrated by the Erlang system [2] . Because of this, we have seen in the recent years renewed interest in implementing the actor model, be that at the level of experimental operating systems as in e.g. Singularity [9] , or in language libraries as in e.g. Java [24] and Scala [13] .
When combining the actor model with an object-oriented programming model, two key questions to consider are the exact semantics of message passing, and its efficient implementation, in particular on multiprocessor architectures with shared physical memory. To be efficient, an implementation of message passing on a shared memory architecture ought to use data transfer by reference, where the only data exchanged is a pointer to the part of the memory that contains the message. However, with data transfer by reference, enforcing the share-nothing semantics of actors becomes problematic: once an arbitrary memory reference is exchanged between sender and receiver, how do you ensure the sender can no longer access the referenced data ? Usual responses to this question, typically involve restricting the shape of messages, and controlling references (usually through a reference uniqueness scheme [19] Contributions. In this paper, we study a point in the actor model design space which, despite its simplicity, has never, to our knowledge, been explored before. It features a very simple programming model that places no restriction on the shape and type of messages, and does not require special types or annotations for references, yet still enforces the share nothing semantics of the actor model. Specifically, we introduce an actor abstract machine, called Siaam. Siaam is layered on top of a sequential object-oriented abstract machine, has actors running concurrently using a shared heap, and enforces strict actor isolation by means of run-time barriers that prevent an actor from accessing objects that belong to a different actor. The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows. We formally specify the Siaam model, building on the Jinja specification of a Java-like sequential language [18] . We formally prove, using the Coq proof assistant, the strong isolation property of the Siaam model. We describe our implementation of the Siaam model as a modified Jikes RVM [16] . We present a novel static analysis, based on a combination of points-to, alias and liveness analyses, which is used both for improving the run-time performance of Siaam programs, and for providing useful debugging support for programmers. Finally, we evaluate the performance of our implementation and of our static analysis.
Outline. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the Siaam machine and its formal specification. Section 3 presents the formal proof of its isolation property. Section 4 describes the implementation of the Siaam machine. Section 5 presents the Siaam static analysis. Section 6 presents an evaluation of the Siaam implementation and of the Siaam analysis. Section 7 discusses related work and concludes the paper. Because of space limitations, we present only some highlights of the different developments. Interested readers can find all the details in the second author's PhD thesis [22] , which is available online along with the Coq code [25] .
Siaam: Model and Formal Specification
Informal presentation. Siaam combines actors and objects in a programming model with a single shared heap. Actors are instances of a special class. Each actor is equipped with at least one mailbox for queued communication with other actors, and has its own logical thread of execution that runs concurrently with other actor threads. Every object in Siaam belongs to an actor, we call its owner. An object has a unique owner. Each actor is its own owner. At any point in time the ownership relation forms a partition of the set of objects. A newly created object has its owner set to that of the actor of the creating thread.
Siaam places absolutely no restriction on the references between objects, including actors. In particular objects with different owners may reference each other. Siaam also places no constraint on what can be exchanged via messages: the contents of a message can be an arbitrary object graph, defined as the graph of objects reachable (following object references in object fields) from a root object specified when sending a message. Message passing in Siaam has a zerocopy semantics, meaning that the object graph of a message is not copied from
